singular, collective noun; the OED lists few instances of this usage, however, and the word quickly became exclusively a collective noun after its first appearance in English.
Artillery acquired the connotation of ballistic machines and war engines several decades after its introduction, first applying to devices such as catapults, trebuchets, and bows that relied on weight displacement and recoil to fire projectiles. Unsurprisingly, it appeared mostly in the context of warfare, including John Lydgate's "Siege of Thebes" (an addendum and update to The Canterbury Tales, featuring many battles involving Oedipus's sons) and The Boke of Noblesse, an address to King Edward IV of England on the occasion of his late 15 th century invasion of France.
9 Both texts refer to more antiquarian throwers of stone projectiles. It was not until the early 1500s, more than a century after its first use, that artillery began to describe explosive ordnance and gunpowder-based weaponry. Though cannons had been around for several hundred years prior to these publications, they did not come into their own as effective units of military hardware until the end of the Middle Ages. Technological advancements rendered knights, plate armor, and other more traditional types of weaponry obsolete around this time, which explains why the word artillery disappeared in reference to archery at the same time as the definition regarding explosive weapons came to prominence. The word merely followed the advancement of armaments, from slingshots to catapults to massive Turkish bombards and more modern cannons.
By extension, the word came to refer to the ammunition fired by such weapons as well, first documented in Sir Thomas Elyot's The Defence of Good Women. He used it figuratively, referring to the slights against women by poets as "artillery" and going on to defend women by claiming that no worthy philosopher "wrate any thynge in dysprayse of womankynde" 12 (the first literal use in the sense of ammunition can be found in Arthur Golding's translation of Julius Caesar's Martiall Exploytes in Gallia 13 ). A similarly metaphorical sense developed to mean armaments of the intellect-mental acuity and resources "deployed to achieve a desired end." By the 17 th century, the word's domain had extended from war machines themselves to the ammunition they fired, and even further to the military units responsible for their deployment. Sir James Balfour references in the third volume of his Historical Works a "Generall of the Artilizirie," an officer in command of such a force. 17 A poetic substitution of "artillery" for "thunder and lightning" developed well after the other meanings, with the first use of the word in such a metaphorical fashion attributed to William Shakespeare in The Taming of the Shrew. 18 Given the monstrous sound of a cannon's discharge, it is not difficult to see where the connection arose between artillery and thunder.
Modern language prizes the word as a title and not merely an object, likely due to its violent connotation, but perhaps also out of a subconscious appreciation for the form of the word itself. A quick Google search for "artillery" provides, to no surprise whatsoever, a Wikipedia entry before all other results; but, aside from several definitions of the word, the main results seem to use artillery as a proper noun. One is an "alternative contemporary" art magazine, most likely named Artillery for the sake of being ironic; other results include a graphic design company, a video game developer, an art gallery, and a record label-all bearing the name Artillery-not to mention several sites related to the US military. Not to be overlooked, of course, is the legendary Danish thrash metal band Artillery, whose seminal 1990 album "By Inheritance" set a new standard for technically complex metal. Several pages of results reveal that artillery is quite a popular name for various companies or other entities.
When it is used in reference to weaponry, it retains the meaning given to it in the 16 th century: "large-calibre firearms used both offensively and defensively in military operations." 19 In modern times, this is the only common definition of the word, though it may be found in many different places-board games (Axis & Allies), television shows ("M*A*S*H"), music (any Sabaton song)-employed in the same fashion. As missiles and other technologies render artillery obsolete, it seems that this definition might also be its last, though there are always endless opportunities for evolution, resurrection, and survival in idioms.
